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ABOUT THIS REPORT
We are very excited to share our inaugural

mutual sustainability goals. We hope that these

Sustainability Report. This report was prepared

efforts will result in increased environmental data

in accordance with the GRI Standards and built

for our future disclosures and efforts.

to align with other disclosure efforts, investor
feedback, annual ratings and rankings’ submissions,

We have implemented internal quality controls

and the United Nations Sustainable Development

throughout the process of data collection and

Goals. Our Report includes calendar year 2020

analysis; however, external assurance has not

commitments, initiatives, and our aspirations. To

been performed on the environmental data in this

demonstrate our progress in some areas, and to

report. Information stemming from our audited

add context, we show trend data over 2019.

financial statements and other public disclosures
are referenced accordingly.

For our inaugural Sustainability Report, the
scope of our environmental data is limited to our

We join with many of our clients referenced below

headquarters, properties under our operational

by demonstrating our environmental, social, and

control, and information from clients that have

governance stewardship by publishing this report

kindly elected to share their data with us. Since

and hope that our dedicated efforts will encourage

1969, we have leveraged the net lease operating

others to join in our shared values, commitment,

structure as a strength which has provided strong

and mission to doing right and making positive

returns for our shareholders. Our clients retain

change for our planet, people and shareholders.

operational control of most properties we own and
we plan to work closely with them in achieving

OU R TO P 20 C L IE N TS A RE COMMI TTED TO SUSTAI NABI LI TY ( 1 )
1*

11

2*

12*

3*

13

4*
5*
6

Top 20
clients represent

52.2%

of total portfolio
annualized contractual
rent as of 12/31/20

14
15*
16*

7

17*

8*

18*

9

19*

10

20

*Represents clients with a credit rating, and our clients that are subsidiaries or affiliates of companies with a credit rating, as of the balance
sheet date, of Baa3/BBB- or higher from one of the three major rating agencies (Moody’s/S&P/Fitch).
(1)
Our clients are committed to sustainability through their ESG disclosure practices during 2020.
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EMBRACING
A CHANGING WORLD
At Realty Income Corporation, we are proud of our long history of
adapting to a changing world and serving the needs of our many 
stakeholders. In 2020, we faced unprecedented challenges. During
the past year, the COVID-19 pandemic altered the way we worked and
lived, uncertainty clouded economies across the globe, environmental
pressures continued to build, and a turbulent social and political climate
challenged people and organizations in the U.S. and around the world.
Since Realty Income’s founding over 52 years ago, our strong
organizational foundation, team of talented and dedicated employees,
and ability to maneuver with agility have positioned us to embrace
change and meet challenges head on while growing our core business
and delivering favorable long-term risk adjusted returns for our
shareholders.
We aspire to be a sustainability leader in the net lease REIT sector and
have set ambitious but attainable goals for environmental stewardship
and social responsibility. We are committed to promoting sustainable
practices and creating shared value through an innovative approach to
our business, which can both improve the company’s overall risk profile
as well as create market opportunities.
Realty Income embraces change for the opportunities it provides to
contemplate new ways of conducting business. Taking this approach
allows us to build a more resilient company and contribute to the
sustainable economy of the future.

EMBRACING A
A CHANGING
CHANGING WORLD
WORLD
REALTY INCOME EMBRACING
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

At Realty Income, sustainability is personal.

Our management team’s dedication to doing the right thing for
our planet, our people, and our stakeholders is the foundation
upon which we’ve built a corporate commitment to ambitious
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) goals.
In our inaugural Sustainability Report we share our journey to craft those
goals and the progress we’ve made thus far. We listened to our employees,
created a Sustainability Department, and are committed to incorporating
ESG into everything we do. During 2020, we enhanced our disclosure

“We aspire to be more
than an investor in real
estate. We strive to be
a sustainability leader
in the net lease REIT
sector.”

efforts, including the development of this Sustainability Report, and we
have voluntarily submitted our ESG information to several third-party
organizations.
We aspire to be more than an investor in real estate. We strive to be a
sustainability leader in the net lease REIT sector. We invest in people and
places to build enduring relationships with those we serve and to improve
the world around us, all while maintaining our focus on delivering longterm value for our stakeholders – our shareholders, clients, employees, and
community.
Our environmental efforts begin at home. We aim to reduce the carbon
footprint on the properties we control, and we are greening our San Diego,
California, headquarters by investing in photovoltaic panels and energy
storage to seek to offset approximately 100% of our electrical consumption
by 2023. In addition, we will be adding electric vehicle charging stations
and irrigation efficiencies as we work toward our goal of cutting irrigation
water use by 40% from a 2018 baseline. We expect these projects at our
headquarters will demonstrate the viability of green technologies and
provide a model that can pave the way for us to work in concert with

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD
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our clients at the properties within our broader

adopted a statement in support of racial justice

portfolio to affect positive change and meet our

and equality for all and will continue to focus on

shared sustainability goals.

this important area. Further, we are committed
to our civic duty and have joined Civic Alliance,

With our net lease operating structure, clients are

a growing coalition of over 1,000 non-partisan

generally responsible for maintaining, operating,

businesses who value the civic process and look

and implementing environmentally sustainable

to inspire their employees to actively participate

practices. As a result, we do not generally have the

in shaping our nation’s future. Finally, our vibrant

contractual ability to unilaterally impact property-

employee engagement program allows us to

level operations. As a responsible corporate

incorporate employee feedback into our policies,

partner, however, we seek to encourage our

programs, and initiatives on an ongoing basis.

clients to implement sustainable practices at the
properties within our portfolio, and we routinely

As part of our commitment to being a responsible

engage with our top clients to provide our support

corporate citizen, we are building upon our

for environmentally conscious initiatives.

philanthropical foundation by fostering an
environment that promotes giving and sharing

Although we do not retain certain operational

as well as supporting the communities in which

controls within our portfolio of properties, we

we live and work through both volunteering our

strive to harness our position as an S&P 500

time and financial donations. For example, in 2019

company to lead by example through business

our employees gave over 900 hours of volunteer

practices that nurture people and communities and

time to Habitat for Humanity and other nonprofit

minimize environmental impacts.

organizations. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, we
were not able to volunteer our time to Habitat for

We consider the economic analysis of these
important initiatives and investments, but we
also believe there is value in the nonquantifiable

Humanity in 2020 but continued our monetary
donation to them. We are looking forward to being
able to volunteer our time in the near future.

elements of doing the right thing. We’re asking,
“If not now, when?” We believe that as we navigate

I’m proud to share this report as we celebrate our

and move forward in our sustainability efforts,

accomplishments and look forward to leveraging

if we do the right thing, our success will continue.

our agility and resilience for continued progress
toward our sustainability goals.

We remain focused on our employees and
the people within our communities. We made
significant progress on diversity, equality, and
inclusion (DE&I) in 2020 with the implementation

Sumit Roy

of a formal DE&I Policy and the launch of a

President and Chief Executive Officer

voluntary education program. In addition, we

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD
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2 0 2 0 S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y A C C O M P L I S H M E N T S
Environmental
• Began work towards our goal of offsetting • Formalized our internal processes to
approximately 100% of electric usage at our
integrate sustainability practices across
corporate headquarters by 2023
our operations
• Incorporated and expanded the scope of
asset-level Green Lease clauses

• Formed relationships with national
environmentally focused companies
to identify and deploy positive
environmental impact projects

• Engaged with our clients to act on
sustainability initiatives and obtain
environmental data

Social
PEOPLE

COMMUNITY

SUPPLIERS

• Moved all employees to
remote work environment
in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic

• Continued an active
role in supporting
communities through
involvement with
nonprofit organizations
and corporate donations

• Established a Supplier
Code of Conduct

• Formalized a Diversity,
Equality & Inclusion Policy
• Established a Human
Rights Policy

Governance
• Conducted our first materiality assessment
to help identify the most significant issues
to address based on engagement with
internal and external stakeholders
• Completed inaugural disclosures to third
party reporting frameworks
• Aligned with the Board of Directors on
oversight of ESG topics

• Direct oversight by the Nominating/
Corporate Governance Committee of
our Board of Directors on the policies,
programs and practices related to ESG
matters of significance to the company
• Assessed ESG risks following Task Force
on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
(TCFD) guidance

OUR PORTFOLIO
(as of December 31, 2020)

6,592
properties

~111 Million
square feet of
leasable space

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD

~600
clients

49

51
different
industries

U.S. states, Puerto
Rico, and the
United Kingdom
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A B O U T R E A LT Y I N C O M E
Realty Income Corporation (NYSE: O), known as
The Monthly Dividend Company®, is an S&P 500
company dedicated to delivering dependable cash
dividends generated from freestanding commercial
properties. We are headquartered in San Diego,
California, where we manage net leased assets
across 51 industries in the United States, Puerto
Rico, and the United Kingdom.
A net lease typically requires the client to be

“The Board of Directors is
excited to be working with
the company leadership and
broader team to continue
integrating ESG into our
overall corporate strategy
and risk management
process.”
— Michael McKee, Independent Non-executive Chairman
of Realty Income Corporation’s Board of Directors

responsible for monthly rent and certain property
operating expenses including property taxes,
insurance, and maintenance.

2020 FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS (VS. 2019)
AFFO per Share:*

We have sustained this monthly dividend
commitment to our shareholders to the present

$3.39 (2.1% growth)

day. We were one of only a handful of REITs that
continued raising the dividend through the Great
Recession and, as of year-end 2020, we had paid
605 consecutive monthly dividends over 52 years.

Dividends per Share:

$2.794 (3.1% growth)

In addition, due to increasing the dividend for the
last 25 consecutive years, Realty Income earned
a place in the S&P 500 Dividend Aristocrats®
index, making us one of only 65 companies in this

Portfolio Occupancy (by property):

97.9% vs. (98.6%)

exclusive group and one of only three REITs.
Since our founding in 1969, we have grown our
market capitalization to more than $31 billion,
total portfolio annualized contractual rent to over
$1.6 billion, the real estate portfolio to over 6,500
properties, all as of December 31, 2020, and the
team to 210 employees as of January 2021. In
addition, since our public listing on the New York
Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “O” in
1994, through December 31, 2020, we have grown
AFFO (adjusted funds from operations) per share
by a compound average annual growth rate of
4.8%, and delivered 15.3% compound average
annual total shareholder return. We remain proud
to be one of eight REITs with at least two ‘A’ credit
ratings by the major rating agencies with ratings of
A3/A- by Moody’s Investors Service and Standard
& Poor’s Ratings Group, respectively.

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD

*Adjusted Funds from Operations (AFFO) is a non-GAAP
financial measure. Refer to Management’s Discussion and
Analysis in the Company’s 2020 Form 10-K for the definition of
AFFO and a reconciliation of AFFO to net income available to
common stockholders.
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“Our business is deliberately
designed for resiliency
through a variety of economic
environments, and judicious risk
management is fundamental
to our mission. We are excited
to continue incorporating ESG
into the fabric of our company as we seek to
continue delivering favorable long-term risk
adjusted returns for our shareholders.”

We are living in a world that is changing
constantly and at speeds that we have never
experienced in the past. Shifts we expected
to encounter before COVID have accelerated.
During this time, our core strengths of agility
and resiliency have served us well. Although our
company, community, country, and world faced
many challenges during 2020, we are proud
of the resiliency of our business and remain
committed to minimizing risk through maintaining
a diverse real estate portfolio primarily leased to

—Andrew Crum, Realty Income
Associate Director, Corporate Strategy

leading operators in 51 different industries.

Summary of COVID-19 Impact (as of December 31, 2020)
Rent collection results supported by core real estate portfolio, the majority of which remained open for consumers:
October 2020

November 2020

December 2020

Q4 2020

Total portfolio

93.5%

93.7%

93.6%

93.6%

Top 20 clients

89.8%

90.2%

89.7%

89.9%

Investment grade clients(2)

100%

100%

100%

100%

Contractual rent collected(1) across:

Retail Portfolio Store Status by Industry(3)

Open

Closed

Convenience Stores

100%

Grocery Stores

100%

Drug Stores

100%

Dollar Stores

100%

Health & Fitness
Theaters

93%
44%

56%

Quick Service Restaurants

100%

Home Improvement

100%

General Merchandise

7%

97%

3%

Casual Dining Restaurants

99%

1%

Other Retail Industries

99%

1%

Total Retail Portfolio

95%

5%

(1)
Collection rates are calculated as the aggregate contractual rent collected for the applicable period from the beginning of that applicable period
through January 31, 2021, divided by the contractual rent charged for the applicable period. Rent collection percentages are calculated based on
contractual rents (excluding percentage rents and contractually obligated reimbursements by our clients). Charged amounts have not been adjusted
for any COVID-19 related rent relief granted and include contractual rents from any clients in bankruptcy. Due to differences in applicable foreign
currency conversion rates and rent conventions, the percentages above may differ from percentages calculated utilizing total our portfolio annualized
contractual rent.

We define our investment grade clients as clients with a credit rating, and clients that are subsidiaries or affiliates of companies with a credit rating,
as of the balance sheet date, of Baa3/BBB- or higher from one of the three major rating agencies (Moody’s/S&P/Fitch).

(2)

As of February 11, 2021. Represents percentage of annualized rent for open vs closed locations. Open locations include those operating at reduced
capacity or limited to take-out or delivery options.
(3)

Due to a strong balance sheet, scale, and diverse portfolio, we entered unprecedented
challenges from a position of strength and prevailed for our stakeholders, team and clients.
REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD
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Our Approach
Acquire well-located commercial properties

We pride ourselves on being dynamic – a company
where continuous engagement allows for our

Remain disciplined in our acquisition underwriting

employees to actively contribute to the company’s

Execute long-term net lease agreements

direction, and our client relationships are critical to

Actively manage portfolio to maximize value

our shared success.

Maintain a conservative balance sheet
Grow per share earnings and dividends

P U R P O S E , M I S S I O N , V I S I O N , VA L U E S
Our purpose, mission, vision, and values set a

of doing the right thing to shape a better future

moral compass and allow us to focus on solutions

for others resonates in our virtual halls of today

that will withstand the test of time.

and for our future. By rooting ourselves in our
longstanding traditions of corporate citizenship

In 2020, we embarked on a journey to reassess

and dedication to the people we serve, we are

our position in the marketplace and what it means

able to advance our sustainability objectives and

to be a leader as an S&P 500 REIT. We spent

generate value.

several months speaking to our employees and
assessing marketplace trends. We found that

From an organizational standpoint, our ESG

our organizational culture and the aspirations of

commitments and goals serve as a valuable and

the people who devote their professional lives

needed bridge to address specific impacts and

to our company are unique in that they reflect,

larger objectives aligned to the United Nations

embrace, and drive our corporate ESG objectives.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), while

Our employees are dedicated to causes, such as

various collaborative initiatives enable us to drive

community giving, that go beyond what’s required

performance and prove a social return

to fulfill professional roles and responsibilities. We

on investment (SROI).

are One Team at Realty Income. Our shared values
REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD
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S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y G OV E R N A N C E
“We want to be the model for what we introduce to our clients,
showing them that green projects can be economically feasible and
that we can reduce our emissions together by integrating state-of-theart systems into the properties. Change starts with us, and it’s through
the sustainability program that we can engage and collaborate with
our partners to achieve our mutual sustainability goals.”
—Chris Laz, Realty Income Associate Vice President, Sustainability

At Realty Income, sustainability sits where Board

Our commitment resides at all levels of our

oversight converges with management systems

organization. Our President, Chief Executive

and processes established internally to help inform

Officer and Board of Directors have given their full

day-to-day decision-making and accountability.

support and work directly with our Sustainability

Employees help identify, review, and leverage

Department and our employees to maximize our

commitments identified as strategic objectives

potential through initiatives such as our voluntary

by key executive champions. It is through this

Team Building Committee and Green Team. These

model that we are able to maintain an open flow of

employee-driven teams boost engagement, giving

communication and work to advance sustainability

our team members a personal stake in achieving

across our value chain.

our sustainability goals.

In 2019, we created a sustainability department,

Together we’re integrating ESG into the fabric of

which reports to the Executive Vice President and

our organization and decision-making.

Chief Administrative Officer. The sustainability
department reports to the Nominating/Corporate

We strive for this all-hands approach to generate

Governance Committee of the Board of Directors,

value for all stakeholders – shareholders, clients,

which allows for oversight and deeper engagement

colleagues, and community members.

on ESG matters.

Together we’re integrating
ESG into the fabric of
our organization and
decision-making.

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD
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R E A LT Y I N C O M E ’ S
APPROACH TO
S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

“For the things that we have control over,
we’re going to make a difference. And on
the ones that we don’t, we’re going
to seek to figure out how we can.”
—Michael Pfeiffer, Realty Income Executive
Vice President, Chief Administrative Officer

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD
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Our Commitment
Realty Income is committed to conducting our business according
to the highest ethical standards. We are dedicated to providing an
engaging, inclusive, and safe work environment for our employees,
operating our business in an environmentally conscious manner,
and upholding our corporate responsibilities as a public company
for the benefit of our stakeholders.

ESG Responsibility
Everything starts with a commitment. We

to exploring ways in which we can partner with

believe we all have a shared responsibility to our

our clients to realize this objective. This sense of

community and the planet. As a leading company

responsibility spans ESG dimensions where we

in the REIT industry, we feel we have a role to play

maintain operating control and where we can

in driving positive change and we are committed

inspire action throughout our value chain.

Acquisitions

Underwriting
Research

Property
Management

Leasing
& Sales

Development

We launched our sustainability program in 2019

(formerly known as the Global Real Estate

and have been working diligently to lay the

Sustainability Benchmark), S&P Global SAM

strategic foundations needed to facilitate action

Corporate Sustainability Assessment (CSA),

and enable long-term success. We have defined

the Bloomberg Gender-Equality Index (GEI),

our strategic objectives and have implemented

Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS), MSCI,

policies, procedures, and management systems

and Sustainalytics, and by publishing our first

to support our journey. To demonstrate our

Sustainability Report. We see an opportunity for

commitment, we enhanced our disclosure

us to make an impact, and we are confident in

efforts by reporting to CDP (formerly referred

our ability to stay mindful of the issues that

to as the Carbon Disclosure Project), GRESB

matter most.

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD
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Risk & Opportunity Identification
For more than five decades, our business has

As such, we began an effort to more closely

demonstrated that strong risk management

align our risk identification process with

capabilities support performance and growth

recommendations outlined by the Financial

through ever-changing and, at times, volatile

Stability Board’s Task Force on Climate-related

conditions and marketplace needs. In that light,

Financial Disclosure (TCFD). We proactively track

we believe successful risk management produces

specific risks associated with potential casualty

long-term value to the company, our shareholders,

events such as hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, and

and broader stakeholders and distinguishes Realty

other severe weather events, while also considering

Income as a sector leader.

ways to explore opportunities for change. Given
the events of 2020, we broadened the scope to

As part of our Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)

also include impacts associated with the COVID-19

program, management and our Board of Directors

and other potential future pandemics.

jointly discuss major risks and opportunities
that confront our business. Through this vetting

At the asset level, we identify, analyze, and manage

process, ideas are shared with our Board for

potential environmental risks as part of the

further consideration and possible action. The

acquisition due diligence process and throughout

company’s risk management approach as it

the term of the leases with a focus on increasing

relates to ESG-related risks is integrated in the

the return on investment. As a result, we envision

ERM program. Our goal is to include risks and

our stewardship facilitating a property acquisition

opportunities relating to sustainability as an

and asset management approach that meets the

integral part of our enterprise-level risk assessment

needs of shifting market needs, produces long-

process moving forward.

term value creation, and distinguishes us as a
sector leader.

At the asset level, we identify, analyze, and manage potential environmental and
social risks as part of the acquisition due diligence process and throughout the
term of the leases with a focus on increasing the return on investment.
REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD
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Materiality
We conducted a materiality assessment in 2020 to

conducting internal interviews with cross-

identify and prioritize topics in a way that would

functional teams, and evaluating our goals by

shape our sustainability strategy and reporting.

aligning with leading sustainability initiatives,
standards, and frameworks. Our Board of Directors,

The process, which applied the GRI Reporting

executive team, and employees then validated our

Principles, was initiated by reviewing industry

final set of material topics by way of a facilitation

publications, engaging with our investors,

led by a third-party sustainability consulting firm.

E VA L U AT I N G M AT E R I A L T O P I C S A C R O S S T H R E E D I M E N S I O N S :

1

The significance of current and potential social, environmental, and economic impacts. This analysis
considered both quantitative and qualitative factors based on the tests for materiality within the GRI
Standards. Resources included the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs), GRI
Standards, SASB Standards, the Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB) assessment,
leading ESG ratings questionnaires, applicable laws and regulations, sector initiatives and research, and
investor guidance, along with company strategy, policies, core competencies, and identified risks and
opportunities along the value chain.

2

The importance to stakeholders in determining their assessments and decisions about Realty Income.
This evaluation of stakeholder perspectives incorporated feedback from interviews of cross-functional
team members and senior leaders, input from our ongoing stakeholder interactions, investor-focused
ESG topics of interest, and sustainability reports of peers and clients.

3

The strategy in creating long-term value. We assessed strategic significance based on Realty Income’s
purpose, mission, vision, values, and areas of organizational focus along with a mapping exercise to
identify key sources of long-term value creation. This systems-thinking approach enabled us to take a
more holistic view of the network of topics and their important interconnections.

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD
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As a result of the process described above,

confirmed the thresholds for materiality, which

we selected a list of relevant topics, some

identified a short list of material topics, including

with multiple subtopics, across economic,

our top priorities. The Board and executive

environmental responsibility, social responsibility,

leadership provided additional validation of our

and governance categories. The values assigned to

final list of material topics. The prioritization

each topic through the assessment were plotted

of the material topics creates a focus on areas

on a materiality matrix, with the key sources of

with impacts to be closely managed to improve

long-term value creation highlighted, to visualize

performance, mitigate potential risks, and pursue

the results and facilitate further discussion

opportunities, which will support long-term value

and refinement. The Associate Vice President,

creation for Realty Income, our stakeholders, and

Sustainability coordinated an internal review and

society.

HIGH

Phase 1 Materiality Matrix

Ethical and responsible business conduct
Economic performance

Governance
Employee health, safety and well-being
Employee engagement

Emissions and air
quality (portfolio)

Risk management
Regulatory compliance
Direct environmental impacts

Energy use (portfolio)
Diversity and inclusion

Importance to Stakeholders

Climate change adaptation/strategy
Supply chain management
Community support

Management of client sustainability impacts
Investment diligence

Water (portfolio)

Client health and safety

Hiring and retention
Training and development
Data privacy and security

Materials and waste (portfolio)

Indirect economic impacts

TOPIC
Biodiversity
Local hiring

Governance

Social

Economic

Environment

LOW

Bold indicates selected key sources of
long-term value creation (ESG lens)
LOW

Significance of Economic,
Environmental and Social Impacts
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Environmental Responsibility

• Health, safety and well-being

• Direct environmental impacts
– Energy and emissions
– Resource consumption and waste

• Human capital development
– Hiring and retention
– Employee engagement
– Training and development
• Diversity and inclusion
• Community support

Governance

• Management of client sustainability impacts
• Asset-level impacts
– Emissions and air quality
– Energy use
– Water
– Materials and waste

Governance
• Governance

• Climate change adaptation/strategy

• Regulatory compliance

• Supply chain management
– Assessment of social and
environmental practices
– Support for local and diverse businesses

• Ethical and responsible business conduct
• Responsible investment
• Risk management

• Data privacy and security

SDG Alignment to Our Most Material Topics
We are aligning the material topics and associated objectives with the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) to focus on areas Realty Income can most directly support through our operations and the ways
we create value for stakeholders.

Topic

Assessment

Our Potential Opportunities/Risks

Ethical and
responsible
business
conduct

Core competency through
investment and development
decisions in support of Realty
Income’s purpose, mission,
vision, and values

• Continued integration of environmental
and social considerations into investment
practices and decisions can reduce
risk, attract investors and partners, and
support long-term value creation

Contribution
to UN SDGs

• Exploration of opportunities to direct
capital to high-impact investments/
projects
• Adoption of good practice principles
(e.g., PRI, Green Bond Principles) can
demonstrate commitments, strengthen
performance and attract investors

Continues on next page
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Continued from previous page

Topic

Assessment

Our Potential Opportunities/Risks

Risk
management

Strong risk management
capabilities support
performance and growth
through ever-changing, and
at times volatile, conditions
and marketplace needs

• Portfolio diversification

Human capital
development

Realty Income relies on
talented, engaged personnel
to fulfill our mission and
achieve our vision

• A focus on employee engagement and
inclusion helps mitigate risk of losing
key personnel and contributes positively
to organizational outcomes, including
increased retention, reduced costs, longterm financial performance, and positive
outcomes with clients, partners and
communities

Diversity,
equality and
inclusion

Fostering a culture that
values diversity and creates
an inclusive environment
contributes positively to
employee engagement,
among other socioeconomic
benefits beyond our
workplace

Contribution
to UN SDGs

• Further integration of climate-related risk
assessment into strategic and business
decisions

• Strengthen diversity, equality, and
inclusion practices within spheres of
influence, such as procurement and
partnering decisions
• Participation in external initiatives

Management
of client
sustainability
impacts

Emissions
and air quality
(portfolio)

Driver for energy, water,
materials and waste
management and client
health and safety at the
portfolio level

GHG emissions represents a
significant portion of Realty
Incomes’ environmental
footprint (through energy
management at the property
level – and embodied carbon
emissions)

• Opportunities for increased client
engagement, use of green leases,
incentives and partnerships
• Connection with investment and
development/redevelopment practices
• Participation in industry associations
and trade groups tailored to
environmental responsibility
• Responses to existing/new third-party
reporting frameworks and evaluations
• Alignment with industry focused
initiatives promoting best practices in
emissions reductions, such as SBTi
• Increased engagement with partners
and suppliers promoted new
technologies and solutions for emissions
reductions

Stakeholder
engagement1

1

Due to our business
model, engaging with our
stakeholders is critical
towards advancing our
strategic sustainability
objectives

• Endless opportunities to engage our
employees in sustainability-related
activities, expand our community
outreach, and collaboratively tackle
climate challenges with our clients

UN Sustainable Development Goal 17 is meant to facilitate and enhance all other SDGs — it underpins all other SDGs we’ve committed to.
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Stakeholder Engagement
Our sustainability strategy follows a peoplecentered approach based on our intent to
deliver shared value for all stakeholders.
We believe we can meet this objective by
integrating our commitment to addressing key
ESG impacts with our business priorities. We
are confident that our efforts will result in:

Demonstratable
value to the
investment
community

Improved
operations across
our portfolio to
drive efficiencies
and
effectiveness

Social Responsibility

Governance

“We embrace the opportunity
to pursue best practices in
the realm of ESG initiatives
and disclosure in the net lease
industry. Investor attention
on the triple bottom line has
accelerated and so too has our
commitment to doing our part.”
— Jonathan Pong, Realty Income Senior Vice President,
Head of Corporate Finance

Attraction and
retention of
top talent

A business
culture where
employees feel
good about
impacting the
outside world in a
positive manner

Capital strength,
while also
inspiring
partners, clients,
and third-party
providers

Advancing our
position as ESG
leaders in the
net lease sector

Investing responsibly is a core competency that

Sustainability Report, we integrated stakeholder

supports our goal to create long-term value

input into defining what matters most.

for all stakeholders – our shareholders, clients,
employees, and community – and drives the

Our materiality matrix represents ESG topics

delivery of dependable monthly dividends that

deemed material by internal and external

increase over time. Whether it’s through our time,

stakeholders whether by proxy or direct

energy, or other resources, we engage frequently

engagement. The highlighted topics indicate areas

on various levels throughout the year. However, for

where our company can have a significant impact

the purpose of helping shape what goes into our

on people and the planet.
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Stakeholder Engagement Mechanisms
Our sustainability strategy follows a people-centered approach based on our intent to deliver shared value
for all stakeholders. We believe we can meet this objective by integrating our commitment to addressing
key ESG impacts with our business priorities. We have outlined our key stakeholder engagement
mechanisms below.
Stakeholder
Group
Employees

Engagement

Topics/Issues

Input into the Preliminary

Mechanisms + Level

of Interest

Materiality Assessment

• Day-to-day interaction

• Health and safety

• Employee surveys

• Benefits and
compensation

• Subject Matter Expert
(SME) interviews

• Diversity, Equality, and
Inclusion
Board of Directors

• Quarterly updates
• Direction and oversight

• Validation of material
topics

• Meeting minutes and direct
discussions

• Disclosure
Investors

• Direct interaction with
Realty Income’s investor
relations staff and
company leadership

• Financial performance,
risk management,
climate risk assessment
and mitigation,
governance and
ethical business
practices, sustainability
management

• Financial standards, ESG
ratings and rankings
and SME feedback
on interactions (from
engagement with investors/
analysts)

• Diversity, Equality, and
Inclusion
Clients

Suppliers/Vendors
Developers/Building
contractors

• One-on-one
engagements

• Green lease terms

• Selection process and
ongoing interactions

• Responsible business
practices

• Environmental impacts
of properties

• Diversity, Equality, and
Inclusion

Ancillary partners

• Clients’ sustainability reports
and through SME feedback
on interactions
• Sustainability standards,
direct discussions and best
practice

Government/Regulatory
agencies

• Regulatory filings and
external disclosures

• Compliance

• Regulatory observance

Industry groups

• Involvement in industry
events and efforts

• Building sustainability,
responsible investing

• GRESB consultation, Nareit
publications and peer
sustainability reports

Community members
and Non-Government
Organizations

• Volunteering and
community involvement
activities

• Engagement with local
community members,
support for local needs

• Sustainability standards and
research publications

• Environmental impacts
of properties
• Diversity, Equality, and
Inclusion
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E N V I R O N M E N TA L
RESPONSIBILITY

“We’re exploring how best to integrate
sustainability into our development
activities. We believe it will not only
create direct economic value and
strengthen long-term relationships,
but also advance our efforts as a
responsible corporate citizen.”
—Janeen Drakulich, Realty Income
Senior Vice President of Development
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Our Commitment
We remain committed to sustainable business
practices in our day-to-day activities by encouraging
a culture of environmental responsibility at our
headquarters and within our communities. We
work with our clients to promote environmental
responsibility at the properties we own.

The first step in pursuing opportunities to improve
our environmental performance is gathering
information. To that end, we have instituted data
tracking systems, starting with our headquarters,
to identify and launch activities that will further
our resource conservation efforts and assist our
focus on reducing our greenhouse gas emissions
footprint. This year, we expanded the depth and
breadth of data we track and plan to continue this
process every year in order to capture as much of
our footprint as possible.
We hold the protection of our assets, communities,

As we grow our sustainability efforts, we
intend to leverage our size and expand our
client engagement efforts to achieve shared
sustainability objectives. We are:

• Expanding and incorporating a greater
volume of “Green Lease Clauses” in our
leases for access to utility and performance
data through lease rollovers, sale-leaseback
transactions, and initiatives which allow
clients to identify and implement energy
efficiency projects.

• Scaling collaborative client engagement

and the environment in high regard. Based on our

projects, like those implemented

business model, the properties in our portfolio

throughout 2019 and 2020 at various AMC,

are primarily net leased to our clients, and each

BJs, Cinemark, and Starbucks locations to

client is generally responsible for maintaining the

develop on-site solar installations or electric

buildings, including utilities management and the

vehicle charging stations, replace HVAC

implementation of environmentally sustainable

units, and install LED lighting.

practices at each location. In that, we work with

• Working with strategic real estate partners

partners to assess building characteristics and

to survey existing site-level environmental

develop a baseline from which to begin making

characteristics that can lead to a more

low-carbon investments and investigating other

comprehensive inventory of the portfolio’s

potential capital improvements, such as smart

low-footprint initiatives.

controls and efficiency retrofits, that would enable

• Providing our asset management and

sustainable operations. Now, more than ever, we’re

real estate operations team with additional

focusing on relationship building. By working

resources to identify and evaluate client

across functions and with our clients, we’re

partnership opportunities on the ground.

determined to identify and implement solutions
that address pain points and scale efforts in a way
that is mutually beneficial.

• Beginning to survey client property
characteristics via a client engagement
survey, with plans to provide a performance
update in our next Sustainability Report.

• Continuing to strengthen our governance
structure and legal instruments to expedite
opportunities across our portfolio.
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Our Approach
“We are in a unique position to leverage our
industry-leading scale and work with our
clients to implement environmentally friendly
processes that not only meet their objectives,
but our shareholder’s objectives as well.”
—Greg Azar, Realty Income Vice President,
Head of Property Management

Project Development
Partners

In an effort to take a more proactive approach in our value chain, our
growing Development Team is taking steps to brief external development
partners on our standards and expectations with a focus on greener
options for our clients in their projects. It’s our hope that by more actively
educating and engaging with our stakeholders and working closely with
key partners, we will see increases in green building certifications and in
asset value.

Operational Control

Our headquarters was retrofitted to meet State of California energy
efficiency standards (specifically the California Green Building Standards
Code and Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations), and we have
worked to maximize energy efficiency, conserve water, reduce waste
streams, and minimize emissions ever since we moved into the office in
2014. With the goal of offsetting 100% of our electricity consumption by
2023, we’re improving energy efficiency through an automatic lighting
control system with light-harvesting technology, a building management
system that monitors and controls energy use, and energy efficient PVC
roofing and heating and cooling systems. In addition, we are working to
install photovoltaic panels, energy storage systems, and electric vehicle
charging stations. We also encourage practices such as powering down
office equipment at the end of the day. More can be found on our efforts
to use our headquarters as a pilot for our overall environmental strategy on
page 27.

Clients and
Management Teams

We partner with our clients on our shared long-term goal to reduce the
negative environmental effects of our portfolio. Our Sustainability, Property
Management, and Legal teams engage with renewable energy development
companies to identify assets that would maximize energy efficiency
initiatives throughout our property portfolio. These initiatives include solar
energy arrays, battery storage, and EV charging stations. We continue
to explore opportunities with our clients to qualify for governmental
renewable energy or energy efficiency programs. Vacancies may provide
us with an opportunity to refresh facilities with greener options, such
as renewable energy sources, xeriscaping, low-flow water fixtures, LED
lighting, recycled flooring materials, energy efficient HVAC units, and low
VOC paint. Internal training across departments will launch in 2021, so
that we may easily and nimbly propose interventions that would prove
immediate wins for new and existing clients.
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Greenhouse Gas Management
We track our energy consumption and related

the energy demand and associated emissions of

emissions from properties under our operational

operating the property. We are working to actively

control through an automated data management

engage our clients to better understand the energy

system. This enables us to understand the

and emissions footprint of our portfolio and track

requirements to operate our business and quantify

performance at regular intervals. This cooperation

our Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions. Scope 1

will lead us to a more accurate footprint based on

emissions are defined as direct emissions from on-

primary data provided from utility providers or

site fossil fuel combustion and Scope 2 emissions

secondary data directly from our clients.

are indirect emissions from purchased electricity,
heat and steam at assets owned and controlled.

In cases where we are unable to obtain this data,

However, we recognize most of our emissions

we take advantage of lease renewals to integrate

footprint is generated from Scope 3 emissions

green lease language, allowing us access to utility

from our downstream leased assets, or our

data, or collect primary data from the utility when

clients’ emissions. Our footprint detail, including

our properties turn over. Where we are unable to

calculation methodology, can be found within the

exercise these options, we estimate the energy

Content Index at the back of the report.

consumption and emissions generation of our
portfolio based on industry factors. We expect

The nature of our leases provides our clients the

the proportion of estimated energy and emissions

opportunity to independently monitor and manage

included in our data to diminish over time.

We are working to actively
engage our clients to better
understand the energy and
emissions footprint of our
portfolio and track performance
at regular intervals.
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Supply Chain Management
Realty Income’s commitment to conducting our

Though our suppliers are independent entities, the

business at the highest ethical level extends to

business practices and operations of our suppliers

the relationships we have with our suppliers. By

impact our business in material ways, and in order

providing us with either services or products, the

to enhance our corporate responsibility efforts, it

suppliers we work with are integral to our business

is duly important that our suppliers acknowledge

and therefore strongly encouraged to follow the

the guidelines set forth by our Supplier Code of

same ethical standards as Realty Income regarding

Conduct.

our environmental impact, social responsibility
for our employees and communities, and the
corporate governance that guides our business.

LEFT: SANDAG Bike to Work Day Participants. MIDDLE & RIGHT: I Love a Clean San Diego Cleanup Locations in
San Diego County.

Green Team
Our internal ‘‘Green Team’’ encourages employees

could “green” their holidays from eco-conscious

to focus on environmentally smart choices to

gift wrapping to turning Black Friday into

further reduce our environmental impact as

“Green Friday” to impact local parks, preserves,

a company. The Green Team, which includes

and neighborhoods. Due to the work-at-home

executive and officer-level employees, works

environment of 2020, we have encouraged our

to positively impact the environment through

workforce to do what they can on an individual

education and engagement within the company

basis and have shared resources to help them do

and local communities, focusing on waste and

so. The Green Team coordinated a virtual Earth Day

recycling, energy, water management, and

clean up and supported Produce Good, a nonprofit

transportation alternatives.

dedicated to alleviating hunger and reclaiming
and repurposing food waste in the San Diego

The Green Team has hosted a pit stop for the San

community, as well as the Southern California

Diego Bike to Work Day; kicked off an I Care About

National Forest Fund, part of the National Forest

Riding Environmentally (ICARE) Commute Week

Foundation which focuses on post-wildfire

to encourage biking, public transit, and other eco-

restoration, wildfire mitigation work, and recreation

friendly ways to get to work; participated in local

improvements.

cleanup efforts; and promoted ways employees
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> > > > F E AT U R E > G R E E N I N G O U R O P E R AT I O N S
AT O U R H E A D Q U A R T E R S
Upgrading our headquarters with environmentally friendly features
allows us to demonstrate our commitment to sustainability and
test innovative solutions before rolling them out to our clients’
properties. By maximizing energy efficiency and piloting solar
energy, cutting-edge irrigation technologies, and other programs,
we are leading the way for our clients and showing them what our
sustainability partners can achieve.

Energy: We are partnering with a market leader in renewable
energy to install photovoltaic panels to seek to offset 100% of
our electricity usage at our corporate headquarters building by
2023. An energy storage system, charged by the solar installation,
will provide back-up power for resiliency and mitigate increased
utility costs during peak hours. The solar grid also will power
electric vehicle charging stations at headquarters, encouraging the

E N E R GY

transition to a low-carbon economy by supporting the electrification
of our workforce. LED lights will be installed in carports, and trees
removed for the project will be replaced. We expect the project to
be operational in 2022, which aligns with our goal of sourcing 100%
of our electricity at headquarters from renewables by 2023. We are
committed to being a model for our clients, showing them that solar
power is economically feasible, so we can reduce our emissions
together.

Water: In Southern California, water supply is scarce, and we are
always looking for ways to reduce consumption. To achieve our

WAT E R

goal of cutting irrigation water use 40% from a 2018 baseline, we
are using state-of-the art underground wireless sensors to measure
soil conditions and accurately determine watering needs. We also
plan to add real-time wireless flow meters to monitor water use. We
are investigating opportunities to expand this system strategically
across our portfolio to reduce impacts.

Waste: We conducted a waste stream audit at our headquarters
to better understand our opportunities to reduce waste. We have
robust programs in place to recycle batteries, ballast, and lightbulbs.
All employees have waste and recycling receptacles at their work
waste stations, and coffee grounds are leveraged for composting

WA ST E

on a staff member’s farm. We also are working to implement plastic
bag recycling and continuing to substitute breakroom and restroom
supplies with recyclable, biodegradable, or FSC-sourced materials
and to reduce single-use disposables at our headquarters in 2021.
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> > > > F E AT U R E > G R E E N I N G O U R O P E R AT I O N S

AT T H E A S S E T L E V E L
To earn LEED certification, a building must meet
standards in several areas, and we are prepared to
assist our clients through the process.
In one particular instance, we invested in significant
retrofits to an 11,000-square-foot office building
in Sioux City, Iowa, for which the U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC) awarded the building
LEED Silver certification. Installation of rooftop

“We are committed to designing
sustainable processes
leveraging digital tools and
technologies to elevate
our employee and client
experiences which positions our
platform for continued growth.”
—Jonathan Kresser, Realty Income Vice President,
Finance Operations

solar panels reduced energy costs by almost 20%
and scored points for renewable energy,
energy optimization, and more.
Other improvements included water
conservation measures that reduced
potable water use by more than a
third, water-efficient landscaping,
increased ventilation, bicycle storage
and shower facilities, and dedication of
open space.
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SOCIAL
R E S P O N S I B I L I T YPEOPLE

“We are all connected and interdependent
with each other globally. No one country,
ethnicity, city, age demographic, gender,
or animal has been protected from
COVID-19. And that says we are all linked
together, impacted together, and we will
get through this together.”
— Shannon Kehle, Realty Income
Senior Vice President, Human Resources
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Our Commitment
We put great effort into cultivating an inclusive company culture.
We are One Team, and together we are committed to providing
an engaging work environment centered on our values of
integrity, respect, and humility. We hire talented employees with
diverse backgrounds and perspectives and work to provide an
environment with regular open communication where capable
team members have fulfilling careers and are encouraged to
engage with and make a positive impact with business partners
and in the communities where we operate.

Hiring and Retention
We believe our employees form the foundation

the local community. In order to broaden our reach

of Realty Income’s corporate culture and are our

for talent, we offer an annual mentorship program

most valuable assets. We depend on talented team

to further strengthen our own internal capabilities

members with sector-specific expertise to fulfill

and a college internship program for rising college

our mission and achieve our vision.

juniors and seniors so that we might provide earlycareer professionals insight into the value of a real

We employ 210 professionals (including two part-

estate career with us.

time employees), working in all areas of operations.
The majority of talent is recruited and hired from

HIGHLIGHTS
Internal Talent 
Mobility Program

Employees are encouraged to apply
for their next career opportunity
within the company. The benefit of
having an internal talent mobility
program is that employees are
retained and engagement is strong.

Mentorship
Program

We had 8 internal moves in 2020.
• 5 identified as women and 3 as men.
• 4 identified as Caucasian, 2 Hispanic
or Latino, 1 African American, and 1
as Asian.

Our exclusive mentorship program

In 2020, the program consisted of

pairs upper-level leaders with junior

16 members – 8 pairs of mentors/

leaders.

proteges.
• 4 SVPs and 6 VP/AVPs participated
in the program.
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Employee retention is vital to maintaining a robust

performance. At the end of each calendar year, if

and cohesive workforce. To that end, we provide

the performance goals are met, the Compensation

compensation that we believe is competitive with

Committee grants restricted stock to compensate

that of our peers and competitors and a generous

for performance and as a retention tool, generally

benefits package. Our employees have an average

vesting over four years. In addition, if certain AFFO

tenure of over five years. Benefits include medical,

per share increase targets are met as compared to

dental, and vision healthcare benefits for all

the prior year and if approved by the company’s

employees and their families; participation in a

Compensation Committee, a restricted stock award

401(k) plan with a matching contribution from us;

may be granted to each employee who does not

competitive paid time-off; and disability and life

participate in other programs. We include ESG

insurance.

performance measures in assessing bonuses for
some of our employees.

In addition, senior leaders (excluding EVPs) are
offered restricted stock awards based on company

Annual training on topics
such as anti-discrimination
and harassment,
cybersecurity, and
important company
policies are required
for every employee.

Human Capital Development
The development of our people starts at the

In addition, we offer competency-based training

point of hire and is carried out throughout an

that includes professional development,

employee’s tenure with our company by training

mentorship opportunities, executive and officer-

and ongoing skill-development opportunities.

level coaching, and leadership development.

The breadth and depth of our team’s skills and
expertise are integral to the successful execution

Assistance is provided to employees who are

of our business strategy. We strive to offer

working towards obtaining job-related real estate

employees the appropriate resources to help

licenses and relevant certifications that support

them succeed and grow within the company and

their roles such as CPM (Certified Property

in 2020 hired a Director of Talent Development

Manager), CCIM (Certified Commercial Investment

to support learning and development, leadership

Member), and CFA (Chartered Financial Analyst).

development, diversity, equality, and inclusion,

Continuing education for Legal and Finance roles

employee engagement, our culture, performance

is also supported as those positions make up a

management, and more.

large percentage of our workforce. Opportunities
to enroll in professional and technical education

Annual training on topics such as anti-discrimination

to earn a license, certification, or advanced degree

and harassment, cybersecurity, and important

are extended to employees who are looking for

company policies are required for every employee.

ways to continue growing with the company.
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Employee Health, Safety & Wellbeing
We believe the health and wellbeing of our team

to go above and beyond to provide mechanisms

members are cornerstones of our successful

for ensuring the health, safety, and wellbeing

operations. The programs we offer to support our

of our workforce. Our Injury and Illness

employees help to make Realty Income a flexible

Prevention Program (IIPP) helps us meet our

and holistic environment.

goal of maintaining a safe and healthy working
environment. Due to the nature of our work, we

Our “O”verall Wellbeing Program provides

have been quite fortunate that our workforce is

opportunities for our team members to participate

not exposed to high-risk issues, and therefore,

in various activities and educational programs

our rates of injury and illness are well below

to enhance their personal and professional lives.

industry average. Nevertheless, we have taken

To support a healthy work-life balance, we offer

extra precautions to maintain health and safety

flexible work schedules, fitness programs, on-

during these challenging times marked by the

site dry-cleaning pickup, car wash services, paid

global pandemic. In preparing our employees to

family leave, lactation rooms, and an infant-at-work

return to the office in the future, we are requiring

program for new parents. Employees also have

that every employee attend a training session on

access to an employee assistance program.

best practice health habits. We have invested in
MERV 13 filters, continuous HVAC air filtration,

We are focused on providing mechanisms for

sanitizing stations, social distancing measures,

ensuring the health, safety, and wellbeing of our

training for healthy hand washing habits, escalated

workforce. Where other REITs may have a large

cleaning protocols, and preventative health

portion of their workforce managing facilities

screening questionnaires to create a safe and clean

on the ground or in construction activities, our

environment for our employees. More can be found

workforce mostly works in an office environment.

on our approach during COVID in a special section

We do not have unionized employees but seek

dedicated to the topic.

We are focused on providing
mechanisms for ensuring the health,
safety, and wellbeing of our workforce.
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Diversity, Equality & Inclusion
As a part of our ongoing commitment to diversity,
equality, and inclusion (DE&I), we shared our DE&I
Policy and launched both required and voluntary
learning opportunities in 2020. These learning
opportunities aimed to continue building knowledge
and facilitate open and safe conversation regarding
critical DE&I topics, such as confronting bias in
the workplace, driving inclusive conversations
with others, and promoting belonging in our
remote environment. As part of our long-standing
commitment as an equal opportunity employer, we
adhere to our Equal Employer Opportunity Policy
guidelines, which strictly prohibit discrimination.
Our Employee Handbook affirms this commitment,
and recent updates outline ways in which we strive
to maintain a diverse and inclusive workplace,
including individual DE&I goals established by each
employee for 2021.
Our commitments are demonstrated through our
organizational make up, including with three of
our ten Board of Director members identifying as
female, and 40% representing underrepresented
communities during 2020. Employees who identify
as women constitute 42% of our managers and
represent over 58% of our overall workforce. Thirtytwo percent of our employees are American Indian
or Native Alaskan, Asian, Black or African American,
Hispanic or Latino, or two or more races.
About 60% of our employees are between 30 and
50, with the other 40% divided almost equally
between the under 30 and over 50 age groups.
Approximately 67% of our employees identify as
Caucasian, 1% as American Indian or Native Alaskan,
13% as Asian, 4% as Black or African American, 11%
as Hispanic or Latino, and 4% as two or more races.
We conduct a pay equity analysis each year to
ensure that regardless of gender, race,

58%

of our overall workforce identify as women

42%

of our managers identify as women

40%

of Board of Director members
are from underrepresented communities

32%

of our employees are American Indian
or Native Alaskan, Asian, Black
or African American, Hispanic or Latino,
or two or more races.

or national origin, employees who
perform similar work under similar
circumstances, are paid similar wage
rates. No issues were identified in 2020.

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD
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Human Rights
Due to the nature of our work and where we

outside the United States.

operate, we have limited exposure to human rights

To that extent, we expect

risks. Nevertheless, we believe that respect for

our employees and partners,

all human rights reflects the values we uphold. It

including our vendors, to

is our responsibility to institute practices within

acknowledge and respect

and outside our operations that support leading

our position on freedom

corporate citizenship principles. These beliefs have

of association, child labor,

been formalized within our Human Rights Policy

forced labor, and human trafficking, in addition to

established in 2020. The policy was developed

maintaining safe, secure, and equitable working

in accordance with our Code of Business

conditions across our operations.

Ethics and the applicable laws and regulations
in the communities in which we operate. Our

We’re working to streamline our commitments

behaviors and actions are shaped by the United

with our values and, in doing so, we have recently

Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

updated our Employee Handbook to expand

International Labour Organization Conventions,

diversity characteristics, parental leave, and

and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation

increased support for maternity and disability

and Development’s Guidelines for Multinational

leave, which we believe our workforce should

Enterprises as we continue expanding to markets

enjoy.

Engagement
We believe our emphasis on employee
engagement and inclusion is a very important
focus of the company. These efforts help
mitigate the risk of losing key team members.
The positive connection between employee
engagement and organizational outcomes,
including long-term financial performance, has
been well researched. Studies suggest that
high levels of employee engagement have been
found to increase retention, which in turn lowers
recruitment, onboarding, and training costs.

“The partnership and
values shared between
our clients and One Team
at Realty Income are the
foundation of our success
today and for our future.
I am excited and
committed to ESG and our journey forward
together to make a difference.”
—Christie Kelly, Realty Income Executive Vice President,
Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer

Engaged employees outperform and are more
productive and innovative than less engaged
peers. In addition, studies have also found that

employee to review the evaluation and discuss

fostering a culture that values diversity and creates

learning development opportunities. Managers

an inclusive environment contributes positively to

then meet with their teams on a quarterly basis to

employee engagement. Due to this relationship,

assess how individuals and the team are advancing

we have grouped these aspects as a key driver of

on both individual and shared goals.

long-term value creation.
To assess, analyze, and respond to employee
All employees at the Senior Vice President level

sentiment and to ensure that we are doing all

and below complete an annual performance

we can to foster engagement from a strategic

appraisal review, which includes a self-evaluation,

perspective, we launched our first employee

a manager evaluation, and a second-level review

engagement survey in 2019. The survey is optional,

of the evaluation. The manager meets with the

anonymous, and administered by an independent
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third-party firm. An overwhelming 99% of

We have an active Team Building Committee

employees participated in both 2019 and 2020 and

comprised of employees across numerous

affirmed the continued strength of our corporate

departments and seniority levels that gives

culture; however, we continuously monitor

employees a voice internally to help shape Realty

opportunities for improvement and will conduct

Income’s work environment and culture. The

employee engagement surveys every 18 months.

committee organizes employee-driven, team-

Through an open-door approach, employees are

building events and activities to promote employee

encouraged to discuss concerns as they arise and

involvement, communication, and organizational

work with management outside of scheduled

continuity and to foster strong interconnected

check-ins to strengthen peer connections and

relationships.

direct reporting relationships.

As 2020 was unlike any other in company history due to COVID-19, we have taken a creative
approach to meeting the needs of our workforce and engaging them in a way that would
allow them to flourish professionally while maintaining the health and safety of themselves
and their families. Some activities led by our human resources department, Team Building
Committee, and the Green Team included:
• Virtual cross-departmental
lunches to encourage
building new connections and
strengthening relationships.
• 401k financial learning sessions
on asset allocation and enabling
financial wellbeing.
• Parental pandemic resources,
including a series of sessions
from a university.
• “O”verall Wellbeing home office
workshop with an occupational
therapist to boost the home
working environment.
• Social connection groups
focusing on parents and other
special interests.
• DE&I learning challenge for all
employees, including a multiweek
online learning path to educate
and collectively build our
awareness and knowledge over
time.

• 20 Days of Wellness at employee
desks to encourage movement
to fix pain, reduce anxiety and
inflammation, and improve
longevity.
• “O”lympic relay events that
encourage healthy competition
and award winners gift cards
and matching charitable
contributions.
• Halloween-at-home contests for
employees and their families.

• Harry Potter book reading series
hosted by a partner organization.
• Giving Tree supporting a local
non-profit serving children.
• December drive-thru event
where employees were provided
a box lunch, hand sanitizer,
Realty Income branded face
masks, reusable stainless steel
silverware kits, and a hands-free
safety touch tool.

• Virtual Earth Day community
clean up.
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R E A L T Y I N C O M E
C O R P O R A T I O N S T A T E M E N T
O N R A C I A L J U S T I C E
AND EQUALITY FOR ALL
Realty Income supports racial justice and equality for all. Respect,
integrity, humility, diversity and inclusion remain core values to us
because how we act is as important as what we accomplish. We
want to champion bringing meaningful progress. Uncompromising
change must address and eliminate the systemic issues found in our
institutions and society. We must challenge our own biases.
Corporate leadership starts with us.
Each day this journey begins with educating ourselves so that
we can bring the best version of us to our colleagues and other
stakeholders. We are committed to action by holding uncomfortable
conversations and offering financial support to nonprofits
advocating and advancing racial justice. We empathize with those
impacted by prejudice and recognize our responsibility to support
initiatives promoting a corporate culture and society that strives for
equal opportunity for all. We will continue to foster inclusion within
our teams and offer allyship to all who share this vision.
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SOCIAL
R E S P O N S I B I L I T YCOMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

“We are deeply committed to an ESG
model for our company that emphasizes
sustainability and social justice at the
core of our culture, business model and
value proposition to clients, stakeholders
and communities. We will hold ourselves
accountable to measurable goals. At the same time, we
will continue to focus on doing the things that count
even if they cannot be counted. We intend to do more
each year than the year before.”
— Neil Abraham, Realty Income Executive Vice President,
Chief Strategy Officer
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Our Commitment
We believe that giving back to our community is an extension of
our mission to improve the lives of our shareholders, our team
members, and their families.
Our community partnerships and charitable giving activities reflect
our strong commitment to being a responsible corporate citizen
and taking an active role in the betterment of the communities in
which our team members and shareholders live and work.
As such, Realty Income and its team members have taken an active
role in supporting communities through civic involvement with
nonprofit organizations and corporate donations. We offer our
team members a matching gift and a “Dollars for Doers” program.
We have maintained a significant presence in San Diego County
since our founding in 1969.

Our Approach
Our nonprofit activities historically have stemmed
from commitments made to groups that address
issues affecting the wellbeing of those close to
where we work and live – where our resources can
contribute to various social and environmental
changes for the better. Our nonprofit activities
resulted in approximately 905 cumulative
employee volunteer hours in 2019, principally
through our partnership with San Diego Habitat for
Humanity®. Due to the pandemic in 2020, we were
unable to sponsor employee volunteer hours, but
we did make a $100,000 financial contribution.
Organizations we support must:
• Serve and strengthen the San Diego community.
• Have relevance to the real estate sector.

financial donations up to $500 a year and

• Support community through education.

employee volunteer time at nonprofits with up

• Promote environmentally and/or socially
sustainable behavior.

to $400, a Corporate Giving Tree dedicated to a
local nonprofit, and an annual Charity Challenge to
benefit a local organization. Our employees have

Over the years, our Team Building Committee

also provided educational services to at-risk youth,

efforts have included a household goods drive

senior citizens, funding to local foodbanks, and

to benefit San Diego’s oldest LGBT Center,

toys for underserved children. This year was very

volunteering and donating annually to our

different than those in the past, but nonetheless,

local San Diego Habitat for Humanity Chapter,

impactful.

expanding a program in 2020 to match employee
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Some of the volunteer engagements our workforce

and families struggling with mental, emotional

was a part of in 2020 included:

and behavioral disorders in San Diego County.

• Giving Tree benefiting the San Diego Center for

• Virtual employee contests, where our employees

Children: We held a completely virtual gift drive

learned about DE&I, then applied their learning

in which employees ordered presents from a

to win prizes which supported local minority

dedicated Amazon Wishlist that allowed us to

owned business such as Maya’s Cookies and

track progress and match employee donations.

Puesto.

Employee donations plus company match
totaled $8,320. The center provides evidencebased therapeutic, educational, foster care, and
transition age services to hundreds of children

We are proud of the efforts we have made to date
and look forward to continuing to strengthen our
impact as part of the successful operations of The
Monthly Dividend Company®.

Our nonprofit activities resulted in
approximately 905 cumulative employee
volunteer hours in 2019, principally
through our partnership with San Diego
Habitat for Humanity®
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GOVERNANCE

“By keeping a pulse on the overall
sustainability landscape, we are able
to provide robust Board oversight and
strategic direction for the company.”
—Reggie Gilyard, Chairman of Realty Income’s
Nominating/Corporate Governance Committee
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Our Commitment
We believe that nothing is more important than a company’s
reputation for integrity and serving as a responsible fiduciary for its
shareholders. We are committed to managing the company for the
benefit of our shareholders and are focused on maintaining good
corporate governance.

Board of Directors
Our governance structure enforces this
commitment, and our Board of Directors plays
a key role. We have committed to the ideals
associated with confirming a Board of Directors
that is not only gender balanced, but diverse in
terms of ethnicity, backgrounds, and expertise.
As of year-end 2020, our Board of Directors was
comprised of 10 Directors, nine of whom are
independent, non-employee Directors. Three of
our 10 Board members identified as female, and
six, or 60%, are diverse in terms of gender and
ethnic identity. Our intention is to expand levels
of diversity as we advance towards shaping a
more resilient company of the future. Effective
January 19, 2021, Christie B. Kelly assumed her role
as our Executive Vice President, Chief Financial
Officer, and Treasurer. Concurrently with Ms. Kelly’s
appointment, she resigned from our Board of

collectively representing approximately 30%

Directors, and our Board of Directors was reduced

of shares outstanding to solicit feedback and

to nine members.

perspectives from them.

Our Directors conduct annual self-evaluations and

Our Board’s Compensation Committee works

participate in orientation and continuing education

with independent consultants to conduct annual

programs. Our Board’s Nominating/Corporate

compensation reviews for our key executives,

Governance Committee, which also maintains

such as current efforts to try and align to ESG

oversight on all ESG matters, is responsible for

performance. Each executive’s compensation

the effective composition and operation of our

plan is primarily based on reaching specific

Board, including structure, membership, and

performance metrics that are tied to the success

refreshment. This committee is comprised of four

of the company. We annually submit “say-on-pay”

independent Directors who play an active role in

advisory votes for shareholder consideration. Our

managing corporate governance and reputational

Board’s Audit Committee oversees the integrity of

risk for the company. As a means of better

our financial statements and compliance with legal

understanding trends and expectations of our

and regulatory requirements.

company, we recently reached out to stockholders
collectively representing approximately 51% of

Meet our Board of Directors and learn more about

shares outstanding and engaged with stockholders

the Board committees.
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Business Ethics
We are committed to conducting our business
according to the highest moral and ethical
standards and upholding our corporate
responsibilities as a public company operating
for the benefit of our shareholders. Our Board of
Directors has adopted a Code of Business Ethics
that includes our commitment to dealing fairly

We conduct annual training with our
employees regarding ethical behavior
and require our directors, officers, and
other team members to acknowledge
the terms of and abide by our Code of
Business Ethics.

with our clients, service providers, suppliers, and
competitors. We conduct annual training with our

and the Employee Handbook, which includes

employees regarding ethical behavior and require

standards of conduct and disciplinary action. All

our directors, officers, and other team members

unethical behavior – whether it be discrimination,

to acknowledge the terms of and abide by our

harassment, information security breaches, or

Code of Business Ethics. We also are committed

corrupt activities – is aligned to specific ESG

to a harassment-free workplace, expecting

efforts. Employees who obstruct these efforts

every employee to behave professionally and

will be disciplined and/or terminated from

respectfully.

employment.

Employees can report any known or suspected

We operate in compliance with the U.S. Foreign

violations to a supervisor or the General Counsel.

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) and as such, have

Our employees also have access to members of

adopted an Anti-Corruption & Foreign Trade

our Board of Directors to report anonymously,

Control Policy as well as an Anti-Money Laundering

if desired, any suspicion of misconduct by any

& Anti-Terrorist Financing Policy. These policies

member of our senior management or executive

prohibit team members and third parties acting

team. Anonymous reporting is available through

on behalf of our company from corruptly paying,

our whistleblower hotline, which is tested annually

offering, promising, authorizing, taking, soliciting,

and reported quarterly to our Audit Committee or

or accepting for personal benefit, any bribe,

Nominating/Corporate Governance Committee,

kickback, illicit payment, or advantage, in money or

as appropriate. The company will not tolerate any

in any kind, to or from any foreign official or to or

form of retaliation against a team member for

from any other person or entity, including terrorist-

engaging in a complaint made in

related groups. Team members are required to

good faith.

notify our General Counsel if they know of or
suspect any possible violation.

During annual mandatory staff meetings, the
General Counsel and Human Resources present

We have an internal audit function that evaluates

an overview of the Code of Business Ethics

compliance with such policies and procedures.
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“We don’t want to just be reactive to climate or
environmental factors affecting our portfolio, so we
proactively include them in our property evaluation
and enterprise risk processes. We also encourage our
partners, contractors, vendors, and suppliers to actively
do the same.”
—Kyle Campbell, Realty Income Vice President,
Senior Legal Counsel, Risk Manager

Risk Management
Our Board of Directors has overall responsibility

and Board of Director levels and facilitates

for risk oversight and oversees our companywide

appropriate risk response strategies. Throughout

enterprise risk management (ERM) program. The

the year, as part of the ERM program, management

program is designed to effectively and efficiently

and the Board of Directors jointly discuss major

identify and assess management’s visibility

risks that face our business.

into critical company risks and to facilitate the
incorporation of risk considerations into decision

We have an internal Risk Committee that meets

making. The ERM program does this by clearly

quarterly to discuss processes, systems, and any

defining risks facing the company and bringing

identifiable or potential risks to the company.

together executive management to discuss these

Material matters are reported to the Board of

risks. This promotes visibility and constructive

Directors.

dialogue around risk at the executive management

Analyze

Assess

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD
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“By leveraging modern cloud-based IT services, we have
been able to keep our digital assets secure and the
company running efficiently during the pandemic. These
services allowed us to operate from anywhere globally
and be extremely resilient to any IT or cybersecurityrelated risks. Additionally, leveraging these cloud-based
technologies has allowed us to keep our employees
connected by enhancing how we can communicate,
collaborate, and share ideas on work.”
—Joseph Stewart, Realty Income Vice President, Information Technology

Cybersecurity
In order to minimize potential information security
threats, we have taken several steps to strengthen
our safeguards.
An internal Information Security Vulnerability
Management Policy drives our vulnerability
management processes. The process, which is
similar to financial institution models, is aligned
to the Federal Financial Institutions Examination
Council (FFIEC) Cybersecurity Risk Framework and
maps back to National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) controls.

Cybersecurity training is required of all new
employees and those who fail quarterly security

Separately, an Information Security Incident

assessments (phishing/social engineering). They

Response Policy was recently developed and

are instructed to report any suspicious (cyber/

instituted. Shortly after, we launched our first

computer) behavior through the service desk

round of annual tabletop reviews to stay on

management system or by directly reporting the

top of trends and proactively address threats.

issue through the Service Desk (via email or phone

A vulnerability assessment undertaken early in

line). Disciplinary actions may be taken for non-

2020 was managed through a two-fold process:

compliance. However, we are pleased to report that

1) by running an internal vulnerability assessment

we have not identified any breaches or issues of

and 2) by engaging an independent third-party

non-compliance, despite heightened security risks

to conduct a vulnerability and penetration

globally this year.

assessment. Additional verification was conducted
by and demonstrated through the third-party
analysis, which was presented to the Risk and
Audit Committees.

Business Continuity
Our formal business continuity plan was implemented in Q1 2020 due to COVID-19. We will continue
additional tabletop sessions on an annual basis. Our Risk Committee oversees action on this plan, and it’s
through expert knowledge within the committee that we can continue strengthening systems as we build
an ever more resilient company of the future.
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The global health crisis caused by COVID-19

work and continue to generate shareholder value.

has tested the resilience of companies and

Managers had full confidence in our employees’

communities alike. We were able to direct our

ability to make the transition with excellence and

attention immediately to the health, safety, and

grace, and the team answered the call seamlessly.

well-being of our employees and their families and
to ensure the continuity of our business operations.

Below are some of the ways in which we banded

Our robust information system infrastructure

together for our valued stakeholders during this

permitted us to successfully transition to remote

trying time and as we navigated the new normal.

OUR COLLEAGUES
• Transitioned all employees
to working remotely through
secure systems supported by
our IT department.

• Utilized Microsoft
Teams to support regular
communication, collaboration,
and continued training.

• Increased dialogue with our
team leaders, including our
CEO, who scheduled regular
check-in calls with departments
and employees.

• Finalized the proxy, issued
our 2019 annual report, and
shifted our annual meeting to
a virtual platform for the first

• Adopted safety measures at
our headquarters, including:

– Upgraded air filters to Merv
13 from Merv 8.

– Increased cleaning and
disinfecting of high-touch
areas.

– Installed step-n-pull devices
to allow restroom doors to
be pulled open with a foot
rather by hand.

– Installed clear plexiglass,
hand sanitizer stations,
and social distancing
and directional signage
throughout the building.

time in our company’s history

– Eliminated communal

while maintaining significant

supplies such as cups,

shareholder participation.

utensils, and snacks.

• Implemented a business

• Engaged with employees
through a survey to gather
their thoughts and feelings
about how and when to return
to an office work environment.

• Team Building Committee
established virtual meetups,
bringing colleagues together:

– Created special interest
groups and regularly
scheduled gatherings.

– Launched virtual cross
departmental lunches,
integrating new employees.

– Created Spirit Month to
showcase work-from-home
creativity.

– Purchased a system to allow

continuity plan that includes

us to facilitate pro-active

emergency planning,

disinfecting or use in the

disaster recovery, alternative

event of other outbreaks of

communication outlets, and

contagious diseases.

testing modules.
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OUR CLIENTS
• Engaged with clients to understand

• Worked with clients to determine

the impact of COVID-19 on their

mutually beneficial solutions to

business.

support long-term value creation.

OUR SHAREHOLDERS | INVESTORS
• Proactively engaged with the

• Maintained a conservative capital

investment community in the

structure and strong liquidity to ensure

immediate aftermath of the

the financial strength of our company.

pandemic by supplementing the
standard quarterly earnings call with
multiple analyst-hosted conference
calls, non-deal roadshows, and
investor conferences.

OUR COMMUNITIES
• Encouraged our employees to

– National Bike Month awareness
campaign.

continue finding ways to support or
volunteer where they can.

– Lunch-and-learn sessions with
community groups.

• Donated $25,000 to the San Diego
COVID-19 Community Response
Fund.

– Participation in I Love A Clean San
Diego’s Virtual Creek to Bay Clean

• Donated $100,000 to San Diego
Habitat for Humanity . Green Team
®

Up, targeting areas near colleagues’
communities.

sponsored virtual volunteer and
educational activities:
– Earth Day event, during which
employees connected through
Microsoft Teams on their phones as
they cleaned up an area near their
homes.
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Many of our clients focus on positive environmental and social impacts through their comprehensive
Corporate Responsibility programs. We celebrate their accomplishments, support their operations and
work with them to promote environmental responsibility at the properties we own.

CLIENT GOALS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
S A I N S B U RY ’ S S U P E R M A R K E T S ( U K )

• Carbon footprint: Committed £1 billion to

replacing lightweight plastic produce bags

achieve net-zero Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas

with reusable bags, eliminating plastic clothing

emissions by 2040, with increased renewable

sleeves, offering water bottle refill stations and

energy in stores and operations, energy-efficient

recycling areas for clients, and more.

fridges and an expanded fleet of low emission
delivery vehicles. As part of this strategy aligned
to the Paris Agreement, the company committed
to setting an absolute Scope 3 target to reduce
emissions by 30% by 2030 under the Sciencebased Targets Initiative.

• Packaging: Pledged to cut plastic in half
and ensure all plastic packaging is reusable,
recyclable or compostable by 2025 by
eliminating plastic trays from many products,

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD

• Water: Exploring water recycling in stores, from
fish counters to car washes with the goal of
becoming a water neutral business.

• Communities: Committed to supporting local
communities in relevant and impactful ways,
generating more than £400 million to charitable
causes by 2020 and offering an employee
volunteer program. Offering customers nutritious
and healthy food and encouraging active
lifestyles.
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7- E L E V E N CO N V E N I E N C E S TO R E S

L I F E T I M E F I T N E S S C LU B S

• Carbon footprint: Commitment to reduce CO2

• Carbon footprint: Reduced energy

emissions in stores by 40% by 2027.

• Packaging: Shifting to eco-friendly and

consumption per location by 25% (from a 2010
baseline) – enough to power 15,100+ houses for a

recyclable packaging for all proprietary and

year, while also reducing natural gas use by 15% –

private brand products by 2050.

enough to charge 2.2 million smartphones.

• Hunger: reduce food waste by 50% by 2030.
• Procurement: sustainably source 50% of
7-Eleven’s raw food ingredients by 2030.

• Communities: Making a difference in local
communities by getting involved and giving back
through programs that benefit youth, education

• Water: Reduced water consumption by location
by 15% – an estimated 157 million gallons –
enough to fill 16,000 swimming pools.

• Communities: Partnered with 3,554 schools to
serve 256 million healthy lunches for 1.7 million
students over the last 5 years.

and military families.
T R AC TO R S U P P LY CO M PA N Y

• Carbon footprint: Reduced carbon emissions
29% compared to 2015 baseline, exceeding goal
five years ahead of schedule. Signed contracts
for 100% renewable energy at three stores in
2020 and partnered with utility companies to
buy solar energy at select stores.

• Packaging: Packaging component materials
are required to be recyclable, compostable, or
biodegradable.

• Water: Achieved a 10.3 percent year-over-year
reduction in water use per employee with lowflow devices and a program to identify and repair
leaks.

• Communities: Donated $12 million in 2020 to
community organizations through direct giving,

REALTY INCOME EMBRACING A CHANGING WORLD

sponsorships, fundraisers, and establishment of
the Tractor Supply Company Foundation.
Joined the American Connection Project
Broadband Coalition to help close the digital
divide in rural America. Tractor Supply is
providing free wi-fi from its parking lots in more
than 1,400 stores
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GRI CONTENT INDEX
GRI
Disclosure
No.

Disclosure Title

Location in Report

102-1

Name of the organization

About Realty Income

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

About Realty Income

102-3

Location of headquarters

About Realty Income

102-4

Location of operations

About Realty Income

102-5

Ownership and legal form

About Realty Income

102-6

Markets served

About Realty Income

102-7

Scale of the organization

About Realty Income

Realty Income Home Page

102-8

Information on employees and other
workers

About Realty Income

2020 Year End Headcount
(210 Employees Total)

% of total
workforce

Employees: Male

42%

Employees: Female

58%

Omissions and/or Additional Details

SDG
Alignment

Geographic Diversification Site Page

Managers: Male

58%

Managers: Female

42%

Total Managers Headcount

41%

Senior Officers: Male

73%

Senior Officers: Female

27%

Total Senior Officer
Headcount

7%

Executive Employees: Male

100%

Executive Employees:
Female

0%

Total Executive Headcount

2%

SDG 8

Senior Vice Presidents and Executive Vice
Presidents are noted above as Officers. All
employees with title of Associate Director
and above plus people managers below
that level with at least one direct report.
Full time employees are acknowledged as
any employee regularly scheduled for a
minimum of 37 hours per week, while part
time employees are regularly scheduled less
than 37 hours per week.
Christie Kelly and Michelle Bushore both
joined the company as executive vice
presidents in early 2021.

102-9

Supply chain

Supply Chain Management

102-10

Significant changes to the organization
and its supply chain

Supply Chain Management

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

Risk & Opportunity
Identification

102-12

External initiatives

ESG Responsibility

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

Message from the CEO

102-15

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

Risk & Opportunity
Identification

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms
of behavior

Purpose, Mission, Vision,
Values
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GRI
Disclosure
No.

Disclosure Title

Location in Report

Omissions and/or Additional Details

102-18

Governance structure

Sustainability Governance &
Governance Sections

Corporate Governance Site Page

102-20

Executive-level responsibility for
economic, environmental, and social
topics

Sustainability Governance

102-21

Consulting stakeholders on economic,
environmental, and social topics

Stakeholder Engagement

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

Stakeholder Engagement

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

Stakeholder Engagement

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

Stakeholder Engagement

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

Stakeholder Engagement

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated
financial statements

About Realty Income

102-46

Defining report content and topic
Boundaries

About This Report

102-47

List of material topics

Materiality

102-48

Restatements of information

Not Applicable

102-49

Changes in reporting

Not Applicable

102-50

Reporting period

2020 Calendar Year

102-51

Date of most recent report

Not Applicable

102-52

Reporting cycle

Annual

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the
report

Governance

SDG
Alignment

Investor Relations Site Page

This is our inaugural report.
Chris Laz, Associate Vice President,
Sustainability – claz@realtyincome.com

Contact point for questions regarding the
report
102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the
GRI Standards

About This Report

102-55

GRI Content Index

This section of the report.

102-56

External assurance

About This Report

GRI Core - In Accordance

No external assurance has been sought
for our inaugural report.

TOPIC SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES
GRI
Disclosure
No.
201 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)

Disclosure Title

Location in Report

Omissions and/or Additional Details

SDG
Alignment

Economic Performance Management Approach

201-1

Direct economic value
generated and distributed

About Realty Income

Realty Income 2020 Annual Report

SDG 8

201-2

Financial implications
and other risks and
opportunities due to
climate change

Risk & Opportunity
Identification

Realty Income 2020 10-K (Page 25)

SDG 13

Information related to our anti-corruption policies and
procedures in embedded in our Supplier Code of Conduct,
Code of Business Ethics, and Employee Handbook.
Required training occurs during the onboarding process
and throughout the year, as needed.

SDG 16

205 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)
205-2

Anti-corruption Management Approach
Communication and
training about anticorruption policies and
procedures

Business Ethics
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TOPIC SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES
GRI
Disclosure
No.
302 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)
302-1

Disclosure Title

Location in Report

SDG
Alignment

Omissions and/or Additional Details

Energy Management Approach
Energy consumption within
the organization

Environmental Responsibility
- Our Commitment & At Our
Headquarters Feature

SDG 13

Energy consumption
within the organization

2020

2019

641

704

Total energy consumption (MWh)
Natural gas

70

55

Purchased electricity

571

649

Data Coverage (square feet)

2020

2019

Total square footage

63,694

63,694

Estimated

0

0

Actual

63,694

63,694

% Actual

100%

100%

Energy consumption within the organization is reported for our corporate offices. Conversion factors are based on the U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA).

302-2

Energy consumption
Environmental Responsibility
outside of the organization - Our Commitment & At the
Asset Level Feature

SDG 13

Energy consumption outside
the organization

2020

Total energy consumption (MWh)

2019

3,578,307

3,381,657

Natural gas

1,316,168

1,230,548

Estimated

1,265,835

1,212,829

50,332

17,719

2,262,139

2,151,109

2,176,903

2,120,540

85,236

30,570

Actual
Purchased electricity
Estimated
Actual
Data coverage (square feet)
Total square footage
Estimated
Actual
% Actual

2020

2019

114,552,424

107,227,614

110,408,255 105,786,674
4,144,169

1,440,940

3.6%

1.3%

Energy consumption outside of the organization is reported for downstream leased properties owned during the reporting year,
properties held at year end, including acquisitions, and properties sold during the year. When properties were acquired or sold during
the year, energy is reported for the days under ownership. Estimation is used where actual property information is unavailable using
the U.S. EIA’s Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) 2012. Where properties were vacant, or became vacant,
during the reporting year, the vacant building activity subcategory was applied. Conversion factors are based on the U.S. EIA.
To be consistent with statements made in our financial reporting, our calculations use leasable building square footage. We exclude
leased land categorized as agriculture.

302-3

Energy intensity

Environmental Responsibility

Energy intensity (kWh/SF)

2020

2019

Within the organization

10.1

11.0

Outside the organization

31.2

31.5

SDG 13

See 302-1 and 302-2 for reporting boundary.
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TOPIC SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES
GRI
Disclosure
No.
303 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)
303-1

Disclosure Title

Location in Report

SDG
Alignment

Omissions and/or Additional Details

Water Management Approach
Water withdrawal by
source

Environmental Responsibility
- Our Commitment, At Our
Headquarters Feature, & At
the Asset Level Feature

Water
withdrawal by
source (kgal.)

2020

SDG 6

2019

All
Areas

Water
Stressed

All
Areas

Water
Stressed

1,157

1,157

1,449

1,449

63,694

63,694

63,694

63,694

35,826

6,862

n/a

n/a

Data coverage
(square footage) 3,881,017 492,765

n/a

n/a

Corporate offices
Data coverage
(square footage)
Portfolio

All water is withdrawn from third-party, or municipal, sources. Water is used for heating and cooling, domestic use, and irrigation.
Water stress is classified as Medium-High risk and above, as determined by using the World Resources Institute’s (WRI’s) Aqueduct
Tool. The intention is to expand data coverage year-over-year.

305 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)
305-1

Emissions Management Approach
Direct (Scope 1)
GHG emissions

Environmental Responsibility
- Our Commitment
& Greenhouse Gas
Management

Total GHG emissions (MT CO2e)

2020

2019

Total scope 1 & 2 emissions

131

144

Direct scope 1 emissions

13

10

Indirect scope 2 emissions
(location-based)

118

134

Data Coverage (square feet)

2020

2019

Total square footage

63,694

63,694

0

0

Actual

63,694

63,694

% Actual

100%

100%

Estimated

SDG 13

Emissions reporting is aligned with the WRI’s Greenhouse Gas Protocol: A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard. Scope 1
and 2 emissions are reported for our corporate offices. Greenhouse gas emissions apply U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
(EPA) Emissions Factors for Greenhouse Gas Inventories for stationary combustion, U.S. EPA’s eGRID 2019 for electricity use, and the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Fifth Assessment Report.

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2)
GHG emissions

Environmental Responsibility See 305-1
- Our Commitment
& Greenhouse Gas
Management

305-3

Other indirect (Scope 3)
GHG emissions

Environmental Responsibility
- Our Commitment
& Greenhouse Gas
Management

SDG 13

Total GHG emissions (MT CO2e)

2020

2019

Other indirect scope 3 emissions

1,170,829

1,123,283

1,134,934

1,111,291

35,895

11,992

Estimated
Actual
Data coverage (square feet)
Total square footage
Estimated
Actual
% Actual

2020

2019

114,552,424

107,227,614

SDG 13

110,408,255 105,786,674
4,144,169

1,440,940

3.6%

1.3%

Emissions reporting is aligned with the WRI’s Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3) Accounting and Reporting Standard. Scope 3 emissions
are reported for downstream leased properties owned during the reporting year, properties held at year end, including acquisitions,
and properties sold during the year. Greenhouse gas emissions apply U.S. EPA’s Emissions Factors for Greenhouse Gas Inventories for
stationary combustion, U.S. EPA’s eGRID 2019 for electricity use, U.K. Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs’ (DEFRA)
greenhouse gas conversion factors 2019 and 2020, and the IPCC’s, Fifth Assessment Report (AR5). Underlying energy consumption is
based upon the methodology outlined in 302-2.
To be consistent with statements made in our financial reporting, our calculations use leasable building square footage. We exclude
leased land categorized as agriculture.
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TOPIC SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES
GRI
Disclosure
No.

Disclosure Title

Location in Report

305-4

GHG emissions intensity

Environmental Responsibility
- Our Commitment
& Greenhouse Gas
Management

SDG
Alignment

Omissions and/or Additional Details
Emissions intensity (kg CO2e/SF)
Within the organization
Data coverage (square footage)
Outside the organization
Data coverage (square footage)

2020

2019

2.1

2.3

63,694

63,694

10.2

10.5

SDG 13

114,552,424 107,227,614

See 305-1 and 305-3 for reporting boundary.

307 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)
307-1

401 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)
401-1

401-2

Environmental Compliance
Non-compliance with
environmental laws and
regulations

No significant issues of non-compliance.

SDG 16

Employment Management Approach
New employee hires and
employee turnover

Benefits

Hiring and Retention

Hiring and Retention

Year

Turnover

2017

14.0%

2018

18.0%

2019

10.4%

2020

8.4%

General Eligibility for Employee
Benefits

SDG 8

SDG 8
FTE

PTE*

401(k) Plan

x

x

Restricted Stock

x

x

Company Provided Health Plans
(Medical/Dental/Vision)
Life Insurance (Basic, Voluntary,
Dependent, AD&D)

x

x

x

x

Short & Long-Term Disability

x

x

Paid Time Off

x

x

Flexible Spending Account

x

x

Health Savings Account

x

x

Healthy Rewards / Wellness
Program

x

x

Employee Assistance Program

x

x

Voluntary Benefits - Critical Illness,
Accident, Hospital

x

x

Paid Parental & Maternity Leave

x

x

Matching Gifts Program

x

x

Holiday Pay

x

x

Service Recognition

x

x

Professional Development

x

x

Voluntary Incentive Program
(Dollars for Doers)

x

x

* Part-time employees scheduled to work 20 hours per week,
or more are eligible for benefits on a pro-rated basis.
In addition to the benefits listed above, 2020 wellbeing
campaigns included Movement RX -Wellness at your Desk
events, an ergonomics workshop, sessions for remote parents
with children, flu shot information, and 401(k) sessions on
asset allocation.
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TOPIC SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES
GRI
Disclosure
No.

Disclosure Title

Location in Report

Omissions and/or Additional Details

401-3

Parental leave

Employee, Health, Safety &
Wellbeing

SDG 5
All eligible full-time employees with a regular 40-hour
work week may request up to 96 hours of Company
provided supplemental parenting leave pay (intended to
supplement up to 40% of an employee’s regular wage
per week) per a 12-month period in addition to the state’s
Paid Family Leave benefits, which equates to 100% (as
supplemented by PTO, if applicable) of their regular wage
rate for up to a 6-week period.

403 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)

Occupational Health and Safety

403-2

Injury, Lost Days,
Absenteeism

404 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)

Training and Education

404-1

Training and Education

Employee, Health, Safety &
Wellbeing

Human Capital Development

There were 0 total recordable incident cases (TRIR)
and days away, restricted, or transfer (DART) cases
at Realty Income in 2020. We operate under the OSHA
Definition for TRIR (total number of recordable cases x
200,000/divided by total hours worked by all employees
during the year covered) and DART (number of cases
with days away from work or job transfer or restrictions
multiplied by 200,000/divided by total hours worked by
all employees during the year covered).

Mandatory Training Hours

Skills and Lifelong
Learning

404-3

Employee Performance

Hiring and Retention

2020

Employee
Category

# of
participants

Total
Hours

Harassment
Avoidance

Employees

44*

56

Diversity,
Equality &
Inclusion

Employees

208

104

Cybersecurity
and Personally
Identifiable
Information

Employees

204

104

Training Type

404-2

SDG
Alignment

Mentorship
program

SDG 4,
SDG, 5,
SDG 8
SDG 8
SDG 5,
SDG 8

2020

Voluntary Training Hours
Training Type

SDG 3,
SDG 8

Employee
Category

# of
Training
participants Costs

All. 4 SVPs
and 6 VP/AVPs
participated in
the program.

16
$170.50/
person

Employees (SVP and below) are required to participate in the
annual performance management process. The manager meets
with the employee to review performance and discuss learning
development opportunities. Employee completes Learning
Conversation Acknowledgement Form following in-person
meeting. Acknowledgement forms are signed electronically by
both the employee and manager. Any job description changes
or learning development opportunities are communicated
to Human Resources. Annual performance ratings are one of
the components considered by Human Resources and Senior
Management when evaluating promotion and compensation
decisions.
*California requires the training for all employees once every two
years. The whole company took the training in 2019, so 2020 was
an off year. The 44 employees were either new to Realty income
or employees who became people managers during the year and
were required to take the 2-hour manager training.
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TOPIC SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES
GRI
Disclosure No. Disclosure Title
405 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)
405-1

Location in Report

SDG
Alignment

Omissions and/or Additional Details

Diversity and Equal Opportunity
Diversity of Governance
Bodies and Employees

Board of Directors
Diversity, Equality &
Inclusion

SDG 5,
SDG 8

Employee Diversity – 2020
(Total Year End Headcount 210)
Gender

%

Female

58%

Male

42%

Ethnicity

%

American Indian or Native Alaskan

0.5%

Asian

13.3%

Black or African American

3.8%

Hispanic or Latino

10.5%

Caucasian

67.6%

Two or More Races

4.3%

Age
Under 30

21%

30-50

59%

50+

20%

Board diversity information can be found in the Board of
Directors section of the report.

412 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)

Human Rights Assessment Management Approach

412-1

Operations that have
been subject to human
rights reviews or impact
assessments

Human Rights

All operations have been made aware of our human
rights commitments and will be regularly monitored.

SDG 8

412-2

Employee training on
human rights policies or
procedures

Human Rights

Human rights commitments, policies and procedures
are integrated into onboarding, annual policy
communications, updates and individual department
meetings.

SDG 8

412-3

Significant investment
agreements and contracts
that include human rights
clauses or that underwent
human rights screening

Supply Chain Management &
Human Rights

With the recent establishment of our Supplier Code
of Conduct, we intend to distribute widely, so that all
suppliers and vendors are aware of our commitments
and expectations. Acknowledgement and self-reporting
are critical for ensuring business ethics across the
supply chain.

SDG 8

In 2020, we contributed $140,254 to support local
needs and provided a financial match for employee
donations and volunteer hours to 31 nonprofits focused
on education, food delivery and distribution, the
environment, medical research for various cures, social
justice, and animal safety welfare initiatives.

SDG 1,
SDG 2

203 & 413 (103-1,
Local Communities Management Approach
103-2, 103-3)
203-2

Significant indirect
economic impacts

413-1

Operations with local
community engagement,
impact assessments, and
development programs

413-2

Operations with significant
actual and potential
negative impacts on local
communities

Social Responsibility Community Engagement
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TOPIC SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES
GRI
Disclosure No. Disclosure Title
308 & 414 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)

New suppliers that
were screened using
environmental criteria

414-1

New suppliers that were
screened using social
criteria

414-2

Negative social impacts
in the supply chain and
actions taken

418-1

Omissions and/or Additional Details

SDG
Alignment

Supplier Social Assessment Management Approach

308-1

418 (103-1,
103-2, 103-3)

Location in Report

Supply Chain Management &
Human Rights

With the recent establishment of our Supplier Code
of Conduct, we intend to distribute widely, so that all
suppliers and vendors are aware of our commitments
and expectations. Acknowledgement and self-reporting
are critical for ensuring business ethics across the
supply chain.

SDG 5, SDG 8,
SDG 16

No significant issues of non-compliance.

Customer Privacy Management Approach
Substantiated
complaints concerning
breaches of customer
privacy and losses of
customer data

Cybersecurity

No significant issues of non-compliance.

SDG 16

Statements in this document that are not strictly historical are “forward-looking” statements.
Forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks, which may cause the company’s actual future results to
differ materially from expected results. These risks include, among others, general economic conditions, domestic and
foreign real estate conditions, client financial health, the availability of capital to finance planned growth, volatility and
uncertainty in the credit markets and broader financial markets, changes in foreign currency exchange rates, property
acquisitions and the timing of these acquisitions, charges for property impairments, the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
and the measures taken to limit its impact, the effects of pandemics or global outbreaks of contagious diseases or fear
of such outbreaks, the company’s clients’ ability to adequately manage its properties and fulfill their respective lease
obligations to the company, and the outcome of any legal proceedings to which the company is a party, as described in
the company’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Consequently, forward-looking statements should
be regarded solely as reflections of the company’s current operating plans and estimates. Actual operating results may
differ materially from what is expressed or forecast in this press release. The company undertakes no obligation to
publicly release the results of any revisions to these forward-looking statements that may be made to reflect events or
circumstances after the date these statements were made.
Feedback related to our sustainability efforts and/or what is reported on herein can be directed to:
Chris Laz, Associate Vice President, Sustainability, sustainability@realtyincome.com
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